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ABOUT THE PROJECT
You can find in Europe many obstacles that contributes to an undefined
identity. Unfortunately, future generations (youth) tend not to assume inclusive
and active participation, based on dialogue and intercultural diversity, resulting
in scenarios of social exclusion and identity fragment. In addition, the growing
refugee crisis, asylum seekers and migrants makes the variation of these
scenarios more prominent in our society.
The identified problem is social exclusion and youth fragment identity in
Europe, due to the absence of youth strategies that are inclusive and strength
social dialogue and cultural diversity.

NECESSITIES
To capacitate youth workers with the ability to influence policy makers;
To capacitate youth workers with the ability to influence and work with young
people;
Identify and implement changes in youthful strategies in a way to promote
social inclusion;
Ensure the creation of strategies that foster dialogue and youth participation.

GOALS
To promote:
Capacitation of youth workers to develop skills and learning;
Capacitation of youth workers to define current youth strategies, adjusted and
contextualized to the reality of the youth;
The work of youth workers among young people and policy makers as a
means of social change;
Social inclusion young people in Europe;
Social dialogue among young people in Europe;
Cultural diversity among young people in Europe ;
Consolidation of an European youth identity;
Social participation of young Europeans;
Non formal education format as an active and voluntary methodology;
Internationalization of youth organizations’ work.

NATIONAL AGENCY
ERASMUS+ YOUTH
IN ACTION
The Erasmus + Youth in Action Agency is the mission structure which aims to
ensure the management in Portugal of the Erasmus + Program in the fields of
youth and sport, as well as to ensure the management and implementation of
the activities still in Action". It also coordinates the Eurodesk information
network in Portugal. NA E+JA supports exchanges, European Voluntary
Service, international training, Strategic Partnerships and Structured Dialogue
events. Provides support and information in the dimension of Sport and the
European Solidarity Body of Erasmus +.
The National Agency Erasmus + Youth in Action supported and financed the
Youth9.27 project, as well as other Psientifica's projects.
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PROBLEMS AND
SOLUTIONS
Problem 1
How to increase youth participation

Solutions:
Attract young people through the use of social networks and influencers;
Create apps that allow young people to present their ideas to the
municipality, the app may have questionnaires to learn about the needs of
young people, the social programs available - the app can be developed by
university students or a competition (for young people) can be opened;
Investing in the development of young people's soft skills (communication,
time management, social and emotional skills...), ideally included in the
mainstream education system - workshops that could also be given by
young people;
Involving young people in the organization of events - example promoting
involvement through volunteering in AgitÁgueda, under exchange for VIP
access or other incentives;
Giving more visibility to Erasmus+ programmes in order to promote
intercultural learning and young people to get to know what is done out
there;

Educating for Activism and Politics - Investing in research on what interests
young people, really questioning them and involving them in decisionmaking processes;
Digital volunteering - making use of young people's new skills
Creation of "youth friendly" spaces
Create a balance between the use of technology - can never replace face-toface encounters, just make it easier to make it happen
Show young people how money is being spent, especially in the youth field
Capture parents, the elders, so that they can set an example about the
importance of volunteering to vote
Give tools to people with fewer opportunities - creating spaces with
computers, wifi, free events, online courses,
Key word: adaptation

Problem 2
Affordable housing/rental for young people

Solutions:
Renovate old houses and rent them out to young people at a low price - we
could make the unemployed renovate the houses
Cooperation with the university to create more dormitories - reuse existing
buildings
The municipality pays a percentage of the rent to the students - money that
is obtained through taxes
Online student exchange platform, between students, at national and
European level
Create job opportunities in the periphery of the city - the municipality has to
encourage local development of peripheral areas (cultural, social) in order
to retain people

Problem 3
Need to connect small communities

Solutions:
Organize common events - festivals, workshop cycle, sports events - do not
forget the need to organize transport for young people
Creating spaces for youth
Fostering communication between small communities, sharing events and
good practices
Upgrade existing spaces and make them + youth friendly - bars

How to create youth
friendly spaces?
Creating safe spaces with free wifi and support start ups

In terms of mobility:
Buses with wifi;
Cascais example: free wifi and sockets at bus stations.

Natural spaces:
Take advantage of the natural spaces of each city to create structured
activities such as sports, picnics, benches and tables decorated in a young
way.

Inclusive:
Adapt activities to include people with disabilities and other minorities.

Health:
Creation of outdoor gymnasiums, with free access - creation of a group that
frequently uses these structures;
Cascais example: safe spaces for young people to talk to health
professionals about their problems, free of charge (doctors, nurses,
psychologists) - this support can also have an online aspect.

Cultural:
Free admission for museums, cinema, concerts and other cultural activities;
Spaces with instruments, for young people to use freely, in order to express
themselves in an artistic way;
Creation of a municipal youth card, which gives discounts on various events
and services in the municipality;
Take advantage of the spaces that already exist and promote events such as
film screenings, workshops given by competent young people in that skill;
Workshops to teach how to repair bicycles in order to promote this means of
transportation in the city.

For further information
about the project:
http://psientifica.org/youth-19-27/

